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LAPPD applicability

• Fast timing is interesting in itself

• Timing may be even more interesting in combination with wbLS 4
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(a) Default simulation.
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(b) Increased TTS (1.28 ns).
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(c) Red-sensitive photocathode.

FIG. 2: Photo-electron (PE) arrival times after application of the transit-time spread (TTS) for the simulation of 1000 electrons (5 MeV) with
different values of the TTS and wavelength response. PEs from Cherenkov light (black, solid line) and scintillation light (red, dotted line) are
compared. The dash-dotted vertical line illustrates a time cut at 34.0 ns. (a) Default simulation: bialkali photocathode and TTS = 0.1 ns (�).
After the 34.0 ns time cut we get 171 PEs from scintillation and 108 PEs from Cherenkov light. (b) Default simulation settings except for
TTS = 1.28 ns (KamLAND 17 in. PMTs). After the 34.0 ns time cut we get 349 PEs from scintillation and 88 PEs from Cherenkov light. (c)
Default simulation settings except for a GaAsP photocathode. After the 34.0 ns time cut we get 226 PEs from scintillation and 229 PEs from
Cherenkov light.
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FIG. 3: The angular distribution of photoelectron hits relative to the
original electron direction, cos( ) = xhit/~rhit. The sample con-
sists of 1000 events with a 5 MeV electron produced at the detector
center. Default simulation settings are used and both Cherenkov and
scintillation light are included.

Fig. 2 (b)). This shows that a low photodetector TTS is crit-
ical for directionality reconstruction and motivates the use of
novel photodetector types.

V. DETECTOR WAVELENGTH RESPONSE

In addition to decreasing the photodetector TTS to enhance
R

C/S

, it is possible to optimize the wavelength-dependence
of the photocathode. Since Cherenkov photons which pass
through meters of scintillator have on average longer wave-
lengths than scintillation photons, a photodetector which is
more sensitive at long wavelengths increases not only the ab-
solute number of PEs but also the ratio between Cherenkov-

and scintillation-induced PEs.
We have run the simulation with the QE of an extended red-

sensitive GaAsP photocathode (Hamamatsu R3809U-63)[46].
Figure 2(c) shows the results for the modified simulation
with high QE in the red spectral region. The higher abso-
lute number of photoelectrons coming from Cherenkov light
(factor of ⇡ 2) and the increased Cherenkov/scintillation ratio
(R

C/S

= 1.6) in the early time window would significantly
improve the directionality reconstruction.

VI. SCINTILLATOR EMISSION SPECTRUM

An alternative route towards increasing the separation in
time between Cherenkov and scintillation photon hits is the
tuning of the scintillator emission spectrum. Recently, the
use of quantum dots (QDs) in liquid scintillators has been
studied as a possibility to improve future large scale neutrino
experiments[17, 30]. One major motivation for quantum-dot-
doped scintillator is control of the emission spectra by tuning
the size or composition of the quantum dots; quantum dots
can also provide a mechanism for introducing an isotope for
studying double-beta decay.

The emission spectrum of commercial alloyed core/shell
CdS

x

Se1�x

/ZnS quantum dots was measured in Ref.[30].
This spectrum shows a symmetric peak centered around
461 nm with FWHM = 29 nm. In order to isolate the ef-
fect of the different emission spectrum, the other simulation
settings, including the KamLAND absorption spectrum, were
kept unchanged; we find R

C/S

= 0.17 for the default 34.0 ns
timing cut. Compared to the default case shown in Fig. 2(a)
the separation is worse (as expected) because the scintillation
light wavelengths are longer than in the KamLAND emission
spectrum.

However, advances in the production of commercial quan-
tum dot samples could yield quantum dots which have simi-

• better vertex reconstruction 
• ability to reconstruct overlapping 

events and tracks 
• better able to resolve structure of 

EM showers

• Cherenkov = tracking 
• Scintillation = calorimetry
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LAPPD applicability

• Imaging is an essential capability
• Because LAPPDs are imaging photodetectors, their marginal value increases with more dense 

occupancy. Could we develop interesting schemes to better concentrate the light.
• Rotation from spatial to time domain (Liouville Theorem)

Multi-bounce optics (U Chicago - Oberla, Frisch, Angelico, Elagin)

Plenoptic imaging (Dalmasson et al)

Timing + Imaging photosensors could enable a very different kind of Cherenkov/scintillator detector)

4

FIG. 2: Diagram of a Design 2 optical assembly with on-axis
and full field rays. Also shown is the pupil. The parameters
of the design are given in Table I. No linear dimensions are
provided, since these are changed in the course of the opti-
mization while maintaining all angles constant.

e�ciency, the angles of incidence and refraction on the
lenses were kept to a minimum, reducing reflections at
the boundaries. Lenses with refractive index n > n

scint

(high index) and n < n
scint

(low index) materials were
tested. The use of low index elements (e.g. air elements)
did not prove to be beneficial in this preliminary study.
Given the modest angular resolution requirements, mold-
able glass and plastics appear to be plausible materials,
although the requirement on the high refractive index
may constrain the choices. Specific manufacturability
and cost considerations are disregarded here. Lastly, her-
metically sealed designs, alternating low index regions
with high index elements were compared to immersed
designs but were eventually discarded due to their added
complexity.

Design 2, with more optical surfaces, results in smaller
angles of incidence and refraction, hence achieving
smaller light losses than the single-lens Design 1. For in-
stance in the case of 538 pixels/lens and 200 lenses with
maximum numerical aperture Design 1 (2) achieve 8%
(20%) photon collection e�ciency. For this reason, only
results from Design 2, shown in Figure 2 with on-axis
and field rays, are described in the rest of this paper.

The detector optimization proceeds by varying the size
of the lenses and the number of pixels behind each lens.
This is achieved with a similarity transformation applied
to each lens assembly, keeping the size of each pixel, and
hence the total number of pixels in the entire detector,
approximately constant. Here and in the following “lens
assembly” refers to the combination of lens(es), pupil and
focal array, shown in Figure 2.

EVENT SIMULATION AND RECONSTRUCTION

Detector performance is studied using the CHROMA ray-
tracing package [10] that runs on Graphics Processing
Units (GPUs) and is substantially more computationally
e�cient than CPU-based software. CHROMA also includes
an interface to GEANT4 [11]. An “event” is the overall
energy deposit in the scintillator from some interaction,
resulting in a 3D pattern of scintillation light that may
originate from one or more “sites” (or even from a con-
tinuous distribution of sites, as in the case of an ionized
track). Scintillation emission is considered monochro-
matic with the exact value of � being irrelevant from the
point of view of the simulation. Photons are always emit-
ted isotropically at each site, starting from the 8000 pho-
tons/MeV yield and immediately applying a detection
quantum e�ciency of 33%, which is realistic for modern
photocathodes and conservative for many solid state pho-
todetectors. Self-absorption in the scintillator material is
not considered. To estimate the confusion arising from
dark current hits, we assume a photocathode dark rate
of 10 cm�2s�1 (reasonable at 10 �C) and an integration
time window of 50 ns. This would result in a total rate
of ⇠ 3 event�1, too small to be of concern and hence not
considered further. Ray-optics e↵ects are properly ac-
counted for by the simulation, including some confusion
derived from reflections and the loss of some photons.

As mentioned, most of the study is carried out by set-
ting the total number of pixels to 105. Some special runs
were performed with a larger or smaller number of pixels.
Of course, as the number of pixels increases so does the
cost.

In the detector optimization, the number of lenses per
face of the icosahedron (and hence the total number of
lenses in the detector) is varied, resulting in a di↵erent
number of pixels per lens assembly; the product of the
two being constant (e.g. at ⇠ 105). In order to assess
the position-dependence of the detector performance, for
most of the runs, events, whether point-like, dummy pho-
ton sources or physics generated by GEANT4, are produced
at random positions in two di↵erent regions of scintilla-
tor. These regions are a sphere of 1 m radius in the center
of the detector and a spherical shell with radii between 3
and 4 m.

The photon collection e�ciency (including quantum
e�ciency) is shown in Figure 3 for Design 2 and two dif-
ferent pupil sizes. The detector configuration, as just de-
scribed, is identified in terms of pixels per lens assembly
(bottom scale) or total number of lens assemblies in the
entire detector (top scale). The width of the two bands
spans the e�ciency of the detector for events produced
in the central 1 m radius and in the spherical shell men-
tioned above. The broad maxima indicate that, from the
point of view of light collection e�ciency, there is sub-
stantial flexibility in the detector design optimization.

A Note on Mirrors and the Optical TPC
E. Oberla

E. Angelico

Simulation of reflection points 
of 20 photons inside a silvered 
sphere, color-coded by time

• Photo-cathode coverage is expensive
• Mirrors may help to reduce cost of 

very large detectors

“Adding psec-resolution changes the space in which considerations 
of  Liouville’s Theorem  operates from 3-dimensional to 4-
dimensional. In analogy with accelerator physics, we can exchange 
transverse emittance to longitudinal emittance.

There may be interesting and clever ways to exploit this in large 
water/scint Cherenkov counters”           -H. Frisch

Homage to T. Ypsilantis
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LAPPD applicability

• Even a small number of LAPPDs can make a big difference in 
the right context
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• In ANNIE, the addition of 5 LAPPDs greatly improves 
reconstruction of muon track parameters
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ANNIE LAPPDs
• The ANNIE collaboration is days is purchasing its third LAPPD, 

which will shipped from ANL in roughly 1 week 
• Testing of the other two LAPPDs is ongoing 
• Characteristics of the tiles -specifically gain and time resolution- 

solidly meet the needs for ANNIE Phase II 
• We plan to acquire two more within the next 3 months for Phase IIa
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• PiLAs laser (up to 30 psec resolution)
• 10 GHz, 20 Gs/sec scope
• PSEC4 electronics
• Dark box
• Motorized optics allow for position scans

Iowa State - LAPPD Test Stand
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Iowa State - LAPPD Test Stand

June 2013 Volume 84 Number 6

rsi.aip.org

Review of
Scientific Instruments

INVITED ARTICLE:
A test-facility for large-area microchannel plate detector

assemblies using a pulsed sub-picosecond laser
by B. Adams, M. Chollet, A. Elagin, E. Oberla, A. Vostrikov, 

M. Wetstein, R. Obaid, and P. Webster 

The ISU test stand is based on and 
built by the researchers who wrote 
the canonical papers on LAPPD 
testing and time resolution.
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Results: Typical Single-PE Pulses

voltages:   PC=350V   MCP1=800V  interMCP=200V  MCP2=950V   anode=200V

FWHM: 1.1 nsec
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Results: Amplitude

voltages:   PC=350V   MCP1=800V  interMCP=200V  MCP2=950V   anode=200V

We see very clean separation from pedestal 
Pulses are typically above 5mV (single-sided) compared to <1 mV noise
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Results: Gain

voltages:   PC=350V   MCP1=800V  interMCP=200V  MCP2=950V   anode=200V

Even at low operational voltages, we observe peak gains well above 106
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Results: Time Resolution

voltages:   PC=350V   MCP1=800V  interMCP=200V  MCP2=950V   anode=200V

We observe 64 psec time resolution in the main peak of the TTS 
with small contribution from after-pulses (~4%), typical of any photodetector
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LAPPD 25: Voltage Response
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• We varied the voltages to see if 
we could improve the gain 

• At higher voltages, the LAPPD 
gets noisy, but these gains 
provide good sPE separation so 
we’re not concerned
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LAPPD 25: Voltage Optimization
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LAPPD 25: Single PE Gain Uniformity
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• We recorded 10k triggers as 11 random positions on the tile 

• SPE peak amplitude was taken from the mean of the first Gaussian in a 2 PE 
+ pedestal fit 

• More systematic scans will become easier with the multichannel PSEC 
electronics
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LAPPD 25: Single PE Timing Uniformity
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Single PE Time Resolution

• We recorded 10k triggers as 11 random positions on the tile 

• SPE time resolution is taken from the width of the main Gaussian in a 3 
gaussian fit for TTS and after pulsing 

• After pulsing constitutes a small (<10%) fraction of the pulses
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LAPPD 25: Differential Timing / Parallel Position

• Position in the direction parallel 
to the striplines can be 
determined from the time 
difference between the two 
ends 

• 25 picosecond single-PE 
differential time resolution 
corresponds to 4.35 mm 
resolution in the parallel 
direction

multiple pulses due to near-simultaneous PEs lead to multiple
pulses arriving at the two sides of a stripline, and ambiguities
about time and location may result.

For n left-side pulses and m right-side pulses, we create a
likelihood matrix Λ to evaluate all possible left–right pair combi-
nations Λij, where = …i n1 and = …j m1 :

Λ
Λ Λ

Λ Λ
=

⋯
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

⋯ ( )

⎡

⎣
⎢⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥⎥

4

m

n nm

11 1

1

Individual pair likelihoods Λij are the product of 3 component
likelihoods: amplitude likelihood Λa, time probability Pt, and lo-
cation likelihood Λy:

( ) ( ) ( )Λ Λ Λ= | ∣ | ( )a a P t t y y 5ij a L
i

R
j

t L
i

R
j

y L
i

R
j

The highest likelihood elements in each row (if there are less
rows than columns) or column (if there are less columns than
rows) are used to match up each left-side pulse with the most
similar right side pulse. Pair likelihoods must exceed a certain
threshold to reduce false positives. This threshold is determined a
priori by Monte Carlo modeling of the LAPPD in its intended target
environment (Fig. 1).

2. Our test setup

We assembled a laser test [9] at the Argonne National Lab
(ANL) Advanced Photon Source (APS) to gather empirical data on
LAPPD performance. The setup, pictured in Fig. 2, consists of a
prototype LAPPD with a high gain photo-cathode attached to
continuously operating vacuum pumps. The prototype LAPPD had
two MCP layers with 20 μm pores at an 8° bias angle, with 60 L/D
ratio (1.2 mm MCP thickness) and a 2.29 mm gap between the
second MCP and the anode [9]. The LAPPD voltages are set by the
relative resistances in each stack:

! 5 MΩ across the photocathode gap,
! 5 MΩ across the gap between the MCPs,
! 10 MΩ across the anode gap,
! 40 MΩ across each MCP.

At 2700 V High Voltage (HV), that means there would be 135 V
across the photocathode gap and inter-MCP gap and 270 V across
the anode gap.

A pulsed laser delivered photons to a targeted location on the
LAPPD surface, and an external trigger fed 10 PSEC4 [10] chips,
5 on each side, which each recorded 256 samples along 6 channels
of 12 bit digitized (10.5 Effective Number of Bits, (ENOB) [10]) data
covering all 26 anode-strips (both sides) on the LAPPD. The sam-
pling rate was 10 Gs/s, or 100 ps between samples, for a total lis-
tening time of 25.6 ns. The noise level observed on the PSEC4 was
about 1 mV with saturation occurring at 71.1 V, equivalent to
3 PEs. Each laser pulse produced 2"26 waveforms, each with 256
samples digitized at 10 bits.

We used multiple laser pulses to characterize the LAPPD Single
Photon Response (SPR), including the distribution of the charge
cloud signals (both along and across the anodes), amplitude dis-
tribution, propagation speed v down the strips ( ≈v 0.6c), and
20 μm MCP Transit Time Spread (TTS) of ∼60 ps [13] 1s. We then
modeled Monte Carlo (MC) SPRs from these distributions, and
assumed analog linearity when extrapolating to a multiple photon
response (single-PE charge clouds with average amplitudes of
about 400 mV were linearly added if they overlapped, though our
PSEC4 digitizer model ensured the total signal was clipped at
71.1 V, or about 3 PEs). Our validated SPR is employed throughout
this paper to model both single and multiple photons on an
LAPPD.

Fig. 1. The stripline-anode pattern on an LAPPD, consisting of 30 4.62 mm-wide
striplines separated by 2.29 mm gaps. PE locations are determined by the differ-
ence in arrival time between the two ends of the strips. Transverse position is
determined by a charge centroid.

Fig. 2. LAPPD þ PSEC4 [10] test setup at Argonne National Lab [9].

G.R. Jocher et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 822 (2016) 25–3326
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Results: Noise, Gain Uniformity, and QE

• Given a readout window of 100 nsec, there must be less than 1 kHz of 
noise per channel

• Having scanned several channels across the length of the strip, so far we 
observe uniform gains, consistent with Incom’s own measurements of the 
LAPPD-25 gain uniformity

• The quantum efficiency of Tile-25, while not meeting Incom’s longer term 
goal of 20%, is respectable at around 10%

• Even with a small dead area in the photocathode, the collection efficiency 
should be sufficient, given the high light yields of ANNIE events

• In 10,000 triggers, there was not a single dark pulse candidate 
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LAPPD 31: First Plots

• These data were taken over 30 
min at a best-guess for the 
voltage. 

• More results to follow soon!
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Application Readiness (DAQ)*

Matt Wetstein, ANNIE - Oct  2016 3

Electronics:
Two 30 channel ACDC cards

ANNE Central Card (ACC)

*powered by Monster Energy Drink
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Application Readiness (software/integration)

• Jonathan Eisch (ISU) has rewritten large blocks of firmware to enable stable 
communication and timing. 

• We’ve made significant progress testing and understanding the hardware, thanks to 
close collaboration with Evan Angelico (UC) 

• ToolDAQ is the modular, highly threadable DAQ software framework developed by 
Ben Richards (Queen Mary) 

• Miles Lucas has made significant improvements to the usability of the software and is 
almost done integrating the readout with our ToolDAQ software 

• ANNIE can offer a stable, field tested DAQ and software framework. Our 
reconstruction (ToolAnalysis) operates in the same framework of our DAQ. Theia 
collaborators are encouraged to use (and develop) this system.
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Data Acquisition
● ANNIE will require a dual readout design to accommodate fast digitizers for LAPPDs

alongside deep buffered PMT data required to contain delayed neutron captures

● PMTs digitized by VME-based ADC system at 500MHz

● LAPPDs digitized by 'ACDC' board housing five PSEC-4 sampling ASICs, giving 
10GHz digitization on a total of 30 readout channels

● Interface to the DAQ system is provided by a central card, which may interface 8 
nodes – ACDCs or other central cards

ANNIE Central Card
https://arxiv.org/abs/1607.02395

ACDC Card
Eric Oberla, University of Chicago
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Application Readiness (electronics)

• Readout close to the detector 
• Two ACDC mezzanine waveform digitizers attach to the pickup board 
• New ANNIE Central Cards (ACC), provide clock and synchronization 
• LV-HV board provides power and slow controls

Current Design

Next Evolutionary Step
• Digitization of 60 channels on a single integrated ACDC cards 
• PSEC-4a with 8x’s buffer (200 nsec) in a multi-hit buffering scheme for continuous readout 
• Further simplified network topology, possible implementation of white rabbit
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Application Readiness (electronics)

PSEC4a – multi-hit buffering
• How many buffers? Considering 2 options: 1024 or 2048 samples per channel

• Layout space ($) / number of ADC’s trade-off vs. typical event occupancy/timing characteristics
• Operation modes:

Clocked addressing: blocks around 40 MHz sample clock.  Blocks  time-stamped on ASIC

‘Trigger-and-transfer’: asynchronous blocks, 25 ns wide. (PSEC4-like operation, w/ multi-buffer) 

Allows for continuous waveforms, if desired

Use threshold-trigger to determine which 25-ns blocks to record

Use threshold-trigger to determine which 25-ns blocks 
to record. Failsafe mode that bypasses on-chip timing block 14
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Application Readiness (waterproofing)

• Water-proof housing to consist of PVC frame mounted on steel backplane 
• Window not optically coupled to the LAPPD surface 
• High voltage provided externally 
• Communication through twisted pair connections 

Near Term

Next Evolutionary Step

• Single fiber for data transfer 
• HV made internal to the housing 
• Better strategy for optical coupling

annie

Jonathan Eisch (Iowa State University) ANNIE R&D Overview| |

Water Deployment of LAPPDs

• Currently in development (UC Davis 
&ISU): 
• Compact water-tight enclosures 
• Robust long distance communication 
• Low noise power delivery 
• Thermal management 
• Sub-nanosecond timing 

synchronization between LAPPD 
modules. 

• Combined triggering with ADC system

11
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Application Readiness (simulations/reconstruction)

the LAPPD. Time resolution is measured as the σ1 of the dt be-
tween true and reconstructed PE pairs. Efficiency is simply the
ratio to reconstructed to true PE counts. If a pulse is larger than
twice the mean amplitude, it is broken down into a number of
smaller pulses consistent with the total amplitude observed, each
with identical position and time estimates. 1000 MCs are run for
each table row.

6.2. Nominal LAPPD anode

To see how PE resolutions and efficiencies are impacted by
increased PE density on the LAPPD we run a Trade Study (TS) over
PE count. We collect PE's on one of the scintillation detector
LAPPDs from a centered, isotropic scintillating point source. Pho-
ton emission times are consistent with Eljen EJ-254 plastic scin-
tillator (0.9 ns rise, 2.2 ns fall time). The point source is 7.5 cm
distant from the LAPPD center.

We run 1000 Monte Carlo (MC) simulations at each TS point to
determine the PE position x and time t resolutions, as well as the
disambiguation efficiency. This efficiency is simply the number of
matched left–right pulse pairs divided by the total number of PEs
on the LAPPD. For example if 5 PEs land on the LAPPD and we
resolve 3 matches, our disambiguation efficiency would be 0.60.

Table 1 shows the result of our LAPPD scintillation PE count
trade study. Measurement resolutions worsen and efficiencies

drop as PE count increases. This drop in performance is probably
due to mismatches in PE pairing in the Λij matrix, as well as in-
ability to deconvolve heavily overlapping PEs in signal space S.
Overall spatial and temporal resolutions seem to remain accep-
table for many scintillator detector applications such as particle
vertex tracking.

6.3. Double-density LAPPD anode

Table 2 shows the performance of a hypothetical 52-strip
LAPPD variant in comparison to the 26-strip LAPPD in Table 1. This
52-strip variant has twice the strip count, half the strip width, and
half the charge cloud size (2 mm vs. 4 mm). The charge cloud size
may be manipulated by varying the gaps between the MCP layers
and the anode strips. A shorter gap should reduce the charge cloud
size, which should maximize the benefit of an increased strip
count for the purposes of disambiguating higher occupancy
events.

As expected, we find these modifications produce a dramatic
improvement in performance when comparing Tables 1 and 2,
particularly in spatial resolution.

7. Conclusion

In this paper we have established a method for solving multiple PE
arrivals simultaneously on stripline-anode MCPs. Our disambiguation
method relies on comparisons of left–right pulse amplitude similarity
Λa, time similarity Pt, and location similarity Λy.

We show modeled performance metrics for small scintillator
detectors as well as large water-Cherenkov detectors. We note in-
creased difficulties with Cherenkov disambiguation (Figs. 9, 11, A1,
A2, A3) vs. scintillation PE disambiguation (Figs. 6, 8, A4) due to the
tighter arrival time distributions of the Cherenkov light. Our trade
study results show reliable disambiguation of scintillation PEs at le-
vels of up to 4 PEs/strip, and LAPPD time and position resolutions
which should suffice for many real-world particle physics applica-
tions. We conclude that our disambiguation method is a reliable,
practical way to expand the performance envelope of stripline anode
MCPs such as the LAPPD into higher PE density territory than the
single-PE occupancies they were initially conceived for.
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Fig. 11. ANNIE water-Cherenkov disambiguation example showing muon PE de-
positions on 1 single LAPPD (LEFT and RIGHT anode strip sides shown). Crosses
indicate resolved PEs, and circles indicate successful left–right pairing of resolved
PEs. 13 matches were found from the 16!14 pulse matrix Λij. Match position and
time resolutions are 12 mm and 65 ps at 30% efficiency (13 matches/43 PEs).

Table 1
26-strip LAPPD PE position x and time t MC σ1 resolutions and efficiencies for a
scintillating point source in the center of the neutron detector. 60 ps TTS [13]
included in these numbers. Position resolution x combines the 2 along and across-
strip resolutions into a single range resolution.

PE # Efficiency x (mm) t (ns)

1 1.00 0.9 0.060
5 0.95 2.2 0.064
25 0.74 5.1 0.079
100 0.53 12.8 0.108

Table 2
52-strip LAPPD PE position x and time t MC σ1 resolutions and efficiencies for a
scintillating point source in the center of the neutron detector. 60 ps TTS [13]
included in these numbers. Position resolution x combines the 2 along and across-
strip resolutions into a single range resolution.

PE # Efficiency x (mm) t (ns)

1 0.98 0.6 0.060
5 0.98 1.3 0.062
25 0.84 3.9 0.075
100 0.64 7.8 0.087

G.R. Jocher et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 822 (2016) 25–3330

5.2. ANNIE – water Cherenkov detector

The Accelerator Neutrino Neutron Interaction Experiment [11]
(ANNIE), shown in Fig. 9, is a large water-Cherenkov detector
being deployed at the Fermilab beam line to search for neutron
multiplicities in high energy interactions. Up to 100 LAPPDs de-
ployed around the edge of the detector will measure Cherenkov
light. We use our model to determine PE densities (shown in
Fig. 10) and disambiguation capabilities (Fig. 11) of the proposed
design.

6. Disambiguation trade study: 1–100 PEs

6.1. Efficiency and resolution metrics

The information ‘linking’ a true PE to its causal original ‘true’ PE
is lost during our disambiguation process, and is unrecoverable at
the higher occupancies as many times a ‘reconstructed’ PE is

actually made up of several ‘true PEs’. The alternative we use in-
stead is free matching from each reconstructed PE to the nearest
true PE. ‘Nearest’ in this case means the shortest 4D [ ]dxdydzdt
distance, where dx is in mm and dt is converted from ns to mm at a
rate of 180 mm/ns (c/scintillator refractive index of ≈n 1.6). We do
not enforce unique matches. Every reconstructed PE finds a match,
but not every true PE is matched as the true PE count nearly al-
ways exceeds the reconstructed PE count (very few false positives).

Position resolution is measured as the σ1 of the euclidean 2D
ranges between the true and reconstructed PEs on the surface of
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Fig. 7. GEANT4 [6] and MATLAB [7] Monte Carlo results of LAPPD PE occupancy for
3 MeV neutrons in the neutron scintillation detector, showing that most LAPPDs
receive about 100–200 PEs per event.

Fig. 8. Neutron scintillation detector disambiguation example showing 3 MeV
neutron PE depositions on 1 single LAPPD (LEFT and RIGHT anode strip sides
shown). Crosses indicate resolved PEs, and circles indicate successful left–right
pairing of resolved PEs. 59 matches are seen here from the original 73!75 pulse
matrix Λij. Match position and time resolutions are 14 mm and 80 ps at 42% effi-
ciency (59 matches/141 PEs).

Fig. 9. Simulated event display for a 10 GeV muon traversing the ANNIE [11] water
Cherenkov detector. The image is captured 12 ns after the muon enters the de-
tector. About 2500 PEs are collected over the 96 ANNIE LAPPDs per muon event.

Fig. 10. GEANT4 [6] and MATLAB [7] Monte Carlo results of LAPPD PE occupancy
for muons traversing ANNIE, showing that most LAPPDs receive about 10–20 PEs,
though a small fraction are saturated by >75.

G.R. Jocher et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 822 (2016) 25–33 29

• Deconvolving the two-sided readout of the 
LAPPD is not trivial, especially in high light 
environments 

• It essentially adds an additional step between 
signals and “hits” 

• We are working on a feature extraction 
approach that simultaneously fits pulses to 
the 2D time-vs-voltage distribution for both 
sides of the readout 

• D. Grzan (ISU/Davis) wrote the original 1D 
version 

• ANNIE MC in ToolAnalysis now accurately 
models the LAPPD readout 

• Feature extraction will soon be added as a 
tool in the reconstruction chain

*Multiple-photon disambiguation on stripline-anode Micro-Channel Plates: Nim A 822 (2016) 25-33 

*
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Conclusions

• Incom is starting to produce quantities of successfully 
sealed LAPPDs for sale to early adopters 

• ANNIE has purchased two of these early tiles, 
LAPPD-25 and LAPPD-31, with LAPPD-37 arriving 
before years end. 

• LAPPD-25 provided clean single-PE separation and 
better than 70 psec time resolution with very little effort 

• We turned it on and it worked well. 
• This tile solidly meets ANNIE specifications 

• LAPPD-31 looks promising as well 
• LAPPD-37 will have >20% QE and better voltage 

stability 
• One of the important next frontiers for LAPPD 

technology is demonstration and application readiness 
• ANNIE is an excellent opportunity for the community to 

prove out the technology and develop operational 
experience 

• New collaborators and partnerships in developing 
LAPPD application-readiness are welcome
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coming soon!


